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Dear Parents,

With the recent developments of COVID-19 in Beijing and other
cities or areas throughout China, yesterday afternoon the Beijing
Education Commission announced the change to the winter holiday
arrangements for local Primary and Secondary schools. After
communicating with the Education Commission, we have received
confirmation that YCIS-BJ may keep to our current school
calendar with the start of the second semester as scheduled on
Tuesday, 5 January. In addition, our Chinese New Year holiday
will commence as scheduled on Saturday, 6 February. We will
keep you updated if there are any changes.

The situation alerts us once again on the importance of epidemic
prevention which requires a joint effort and contribution from the
whole of the community. Following the instructions of the Education
Commission and epidemic prevention departments, we will
strengthen our epidemic prevention measures in ways such as further
epidemic prevention training, campus management, health
monitoring, organisation of school events, campus and school bus
cleaning and disinfection, etc. Before the start of the second semester,
we will conduct a thorough cleaning and disinfection of our campus
and all school buses.

We also depend on the full support of our parents and students, so we
would like to bring to your attention again the following health and
safety reminders:

Protect yourself, avoid unnecessary gatherings and always
adhere to social distancing.
 
Avoid unnecessary trips overseas, outside Beijing or any
medium/high risk regions. If you have to travel to any of these

areas, please inform the school in advance with accurate
information and follow the epidemic prevention procedures
before the student’s return to school, such as centralized



before the student’s return to school, such as centralized
quarantine, home observation, nucleic acid tests, etc. Our
School Office will be able to give you detailed information on
this should you require it.
 
Monitor the health status of your family and accurately
complete the daily health declaration form and other urgent
surveys sent from school. Please understand that failure to do
so may result in students being unable to enter the campus or
get on the school bus. You can check if there are any
uncompleted surveys on the school’s WeChat Platform. Click
on “Enter YCIS Beijing Chat”, then “Survey”, then “Pending”.
 
Emphasize to your child(ren) the importance of wearing masks
and washing hands well. Students (except for ECE students)
are required to wear a mask at all times on campus except
when engaged in physical activity. Washing and sanitizing
hands is highly encouraged.
 
Finally, take note of the following other general health and
safety notices. In winter, there are severe weather conditions
such as strong wind and extreme cold. Please pay attention to
travel and traffic safety when you are out. Students should
exercise extreme caution when going to rivers, lakes,
reservoirs and other frozen water surfaces to walk or skate. In
addition, please pay attention to the safety of fireworks and
firecrackers, fire, electricity, gas, etc.

As a way to avoid unnecessary school events, we may need to make
some changes to our scheduled school events in January, such as
Chinese New Year celebrations and the Parent-Teacher Interview
evenings. Detailed information on this will be shared with you soon.

Health and safety are of the upmost importance. We will keep watch
on all the epidemic developments and continue to work closely with
the governmental departments. Please stay tuned to any school
notices. We thank you for working with us to support the health and
safety of our school community.

Please enjoy the rest of the holiday, and we look forward to
welcoming all students back to campus on Tuesday, 5 January.

Thank you for your continued support and corporation. Please feel
free to contact us should you have any questions.

Best regards,



Best regards,

YCIS Beijing

Յᆽጱਹᳩ҅

ԧ۹Ղ૱Ӿੜلฌॠ۹Ղ૱ර҅ߥጱݎᬪ๗۹Ղዖఘݑ
නጱ๋ෛਞഭ̶ྌ҅౯໊ᒈܨӨරᬰᤈԧဋ᭗҅ଚ
کԧ̶֢॔ࢧԅࢵᴬ໊҅౯ժݢզᖀᖅೲᆙ෬ਧጱ໊໊ܲ
ಗᤈ̶ࢩྌ҅1์5෭౯ժਖ਼ྋଉଚᬰᤈݸᖅጱරૡ̶֢ช
ᜓ๗Ԟਖ਼ই໊ܲಅᐏ҅2์6෭তන̶ইຎዖఘ೮ᖅጱݎ
ᛘٌ՜ጱ۸҅ݒ౯ժտᒫӞᳵᕳԨਹᳩժ᭗Ꭳ̶

ྌེዖఘጱ॔ݍԞٚӞེጱᦄᐏ౯ժࣙ೮Ӹ໒៧ਫݱᶱᴠዖഷෞ
ጱ᯿ᥝ̶౯໊Ӟፗقᶎ᭽රܣኞᴠዖ᮱ᳪڊጱ໊ࢮᴠ
ዖᥝᥢ҅ԅԧᏟכෛ๗ݸኞާૡጱ଼؋ਞ҅ق
౯໊ਖ਼ᖀᖅے୩ኞዖఘᴠഴጱਯփරᙙ̵؉অ໊ࢮᳮୗ
ᓕቘ̵Ӹ໒៧ਫ෭ଉၾྰ̵᭗̵ᷚล܌༄݊ᷧᷴᷣߝਞقᓕቘᒵ
ᥢਧګଶ̵ٵᏟࣈ؉অՈާ଼؋ጱፊഴ҅ݳቘ᧣ෆݱᔄ໊ࣁၚ
ۖጱਞഭ̶ݚक़҅ڹᬮտኧӫӱၾݪلᬰᤈ໊ٖقक़܄ऒ
ጱၾྰ̶໊

ᆐᘒ҅ᴠዖૡ֢ฎᵱਹᳩኞժӞ᩸ᯈݳਠ౮ጱѺྌտ҅
౯ժེٚᯯզӥپᅩғ

ኞ݊ݶوኞၚጱਹꁿ౮ާۓဳڰ؉অӻՈᴠಷ҅
೮ํපᐒԻכ՜Ոᘸᷧၚۖ҅ဳӧᥝጱᘸտٺ
᪗ᐶ̶
 
ኞ݊ݶوኞၚጱਹꁿ౮ާᥝࣙ೮ᶋᥝӧڊह̵ᶋᥝ
ӧڊՂ̵ᶋᥝӧᥝڹஃӾṛᷚᴾ܄ࣈጱ̶ܻڞইᶳڊ
ह̵ڊՂڹஃӾṛᷚᴾ҅܄ࣈ᧗ਹᳩۓݻڹ໊ই
ਫಸ॓҅ଚӸ໒᭽ਝፘଫጱኞᬬ໊ᥝ҅ڹԻᥴᴻ
ᵞӾᵍᐶᦤก̵ਹᥡᦤก໐ᯢ༄ၥಸޞᒵ̶ইᵱ
ᥝᬰӞྍ᧔ก҅ݢզᘶᔮ໊لېਰ̶
 
ਹᳩᵱᥝ݊ਠ౮ྯ෭଼؋ኩಸզ݊ᔲ᧣ັᳯ҅ܫଚই
ਫ׀ፘמى௳̶ਹᳩᵱᥝԧᥴғইӧᚆೲᆙᥝਠ౮ኩ

ಸᘏᔲᳯ҅ܫਖ਼ᛘኞ෫ဩྋଉ໊فᘏԙ໊ࣖ
̶Ⴥḗᐏғݢզ᭗ᬦ“۹ՂᘋӾࢵᴬ໊ஙמଘݣ –
Enter YCIS Beijing Chat – YCIS Members – ᧣ັᳯܫ – இ
॒ቘ”᪠ஆ༄ັฎํވᄋऴጱኩಸᘏᔲ᧣ັᳯ̶ܫ
 
ਹᳩᵱᥝݻኞ୩᧣֫ಀঅݗᗛכ೮ಋܣኞጱ᯿ᥝ
҅ኞᥝӸ໒᭽ਝ໊ᴠዖᥢ̶ኞ໊ࣁ̵໊فࣁ



҅ኞᥝӸ໒᭽ਝ໊ᴠዖᥢ̶ኞ໊ࣁ̵໊فࣁ
ᐶ໊࣐ᵱ֫ಀঅݗᗛҁ֛ᙙၚۖᴻक़҂҅෭ଉ۪။ಋ̶
ᯯ̶๗ᳵ҅ᘌժԞտᕳԨኞፊ໊ࣁ
 
ٌ՜ਞقᳯ̶᷌٧ਊํय़ᷚຄᒵຄᒒॠ࿈҅᧗ۓဳ
ڊᤈਞقԻ᭗ਞ҅قኞکۯڔမ̵დ̵ପᒵᕮ٩
ऒᩳۖჶ٩҅ӧک๚නጱდᶎሻҔᜓ෭๗ᳵԈᤈ
ଣᐞၚۖ҅ဳਞقᆮනᅶᜰᆷᒓ҅ဳአᅉአኪአ࿈
ਞقᒵ̶

ጱᴠዖᥝ҅౯໊”ېᔄၚۖ“ᶋᥝӧԈݱԭىक़҅໑ഝරݚ
ፘଫጱ᧣ෆ҅ྲইෛଙଣᐞၚڊၚ֢ۖړᚆտᒫԫ๗ጱ᮱ݢ
̵ۖਹᳩտᒵ̶ፘמى௳ਖ਼ࣁᏟᦊٍ֛ਞഭٚݸӨړՁ̶

଼֛؋Өਞقᛗى᯿ᥝѺ໊տᖀᖅ۹ဳىՂ૱ዖఘጱ۸ݒ
ݎ໊ဳىڰဋ᭗҅Ԟ᧗ڔ᮱ᳪጱੂى೮Өፘכ҅ݎ
ᭆጱ᭗Ꭳ҅ଚᑌຄᯈݳ໊ጱݱᶱૡ֢ਞഭ̶ইํձ֜ወᳯ
ୌᦓཻ҅ᬨӨ౯ժᘶᔮ̶

໊لېਰኪᦾғ8585 1822҅ ᮒᓟғschooloffice@bj.ycef.com
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